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David Jones (left) and John Atkinson by a Hawker Hunter in 74 Squadron markings at the City of Norwich 

Aviation Museum on March 2nd during a visit to the museum as part of the 2019 reunion weekend. David and 

John flew Hunters from RAF Horsham St Faith in the late 1950s. The Hunter isn’t an RAF example but is 

rather a Hunter F.51 as flown by the Royal Danish Air Force but marked up as an RAF aircraft. 

 

The 2019 reunion (full report inside) was held over the weekend of 1st – 3rd March at the Maid’s Head Hotel in 

Norwich, a location chosen because of the squadron’s links with Norfolk, having been stationed at RAF Horsham 

St Faith (now Norwich Airport) from 1946 – 1959 and RAF Coltishall from 1959 – 1964. It was at Horsham St 

Faith briefly again from March to July 1960 while Coltishall’s runways were being resurfaced. A little further 

away in Suffolk 74 was of course at RAF Wattisham from 1984 – 1992 flying the F-4J Phantom. 

http://www.74sqdn.tk/
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Membership Matters 

 
New member Hugh McCue, known to all as Mac, served as a Tiger flying Meteors from December 1950 – May 

1953. He held the rank of Sergeant Pilot. As well as being passionate about flying Hugh was a great sportsman  

and  played a lot of football as well as tennis for Fighter Command when the Services Championships were held 

at Wimbledon. After the RAF Hugh joined British European Airways and quickly became a Captain.  He remained 

keen on sport adding golf and squash to his repertoire and in addition became a fully qualified tennis 

professional and continued coaching for many years after he retired from the airline. Hugh was 90 on 11th 

November 2018 and thus he is one of our most senior Tigers.  

 

Sarah Bradley and Tony Collins have joined as Associate members. Their link with 74 is member Colin Dawson 

– Sarah is his daughter and she and Tony have attended our last two reunions.  

 

Leslie Leaney served as an SAC with 74 from May 1969 to October 1971. He served in the RAF for five years, 

being on 145 OCU at Coltishall before 74 and 72 Squadron at Odiham after 74. Leslie says ‘it was while working 

with 74 at Tengah that I learned to scuba dive. I ended up as the British Sub Aqua Club’s Diving Officer at 

BSAC Special Branch 134. The experience changed my life, which took a new direction, and I eventually worked 

in the international diving industry based out of southern California. During this time the pioneer diver Hans 

Hass invited me to be his partner and I represented both he and his wife Lotte in North America. ’  See Tiger 

News 71 for more on Leslie’s career and the link below will tell a little more of what he was involved in after 

leaving the RAF and moving to California. ‘It was not all diving,’ he says, ‘and definitely different from working 

on Lightnings!’  www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVg4DenmE4A  

 

We have a new Associate Member.  Mike Church served at Coltishall for six years when Lightnings were based 

there. A member of the City of Norwich Aviation Museum he has friends amongst Association members, 

especially Robert Johnstone from the days when they were both employed by AIR UK after their time in the 

RAF.. 

 

Farewells 
 

Ian Louden Brown passed away on 12th November 2018 after a period in hospital. Ian was a senior technician on 

the squadron between 1959 and 1961 at Horsham St Faith and Coltishall, having transferred from 12 Group 

Communication Flight at Horsham, having already served on the station for 6 years.  

  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Squadron Reunion 1st – 3rd March 2019. 

The Maid’s Head Hotel, Norwich. 

 
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the 

74(F) Tiger Squadron Association. Saturday 2nd 

March 2019. 

 

Apologies for absence were received from Boz 

Robinson, Dave Roome, Dennis Caldwell, Es George, 

John Bletcher, Russ Allchorne, Bill Preece, Clive 

Mitchell, Henry Riley, Stu Thornberry, Tony Saw, 

Mike and David Rigg, Henry Lether, Simon Hindmarsh, 

Derek Edwards, Chris Faux, Nick Spiller, Bob 

Lightfoot, Ian Hargreaves, Iain Walsh and Bryan and 

Laura Harvey. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVg4DenmE4A
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Dick welcomed all attending the AGM and Reunion Weekend in such numbers (85). He thanked the daughters of 

the much missed Pat Thurlow who died during the year for bringing a display about their father’s RAF life for 

showing at the AGM and during the dinner. 

 

Minutes of Previous Meeting 

 

The minutes of the previous meeting as printed in Tiger News 70 were agreed and accepted as proposed by 

Graham Clarke and seconded by Bill Maish. There were no matters arising. 

 

Election of Officers 

 

The committee assumed they would be asked to offer themselves for re-election once again and therefore will 

continue during 2019-2020 as currently. 

 

Chairman – Dick Northcote 

Treasurer – Rhod Smart 

Secretary – Bob Cossey 

 

Phantom F-4J ZE360/0 

 

Tony Clay reported that on 25th January he and Bob, together with members of the British Phantom Aircraft 

Group (BPAG), visited the Defence Fire Training and Development Centre at the former RAF Manston where 

the last extant F-4J on British soil (with the exception of the former 74 Squadron F-4J now repainted in US 

Navy colours in the American Air Museum at Duxford) is now surplus to requirements. The BPAG assessed the 

airframe and reported that it can be saved if action is taken now. Tony has thus initiated moves to secure the 

airframe for preservation. The two priorities are [1] taking ownership of the aircraft and this will be done 

jointly by the Association and Wattisham Station Heritage and [2] finding a warm undercover location in which 

the airframe, which has been standing in the open since 1991, can dry out before work can begin. This is likely 

to be a long process which may or may not succeed. As it moves forward members will be asked to lend their 

support and when the time comes lobbying on our behalf would be very useful. Progress will be relayed to 

members via Tiger News. 

 

Any Other Business 

 

Members had visited the City of Norwich Aviation Museum during the afternoon to see the results of several 

years of setting up a 74 Squadron display and two aircraft and a Hunter cockpit in squadron colours there. The 

next step at the museum will be the rebuilding of the tea room as a crew room and work on that is anticipated 

to begin in the autumn. 

 

The Malan Memorial Sword which the Association has loaned to the Bentley Priory Museum is now on display as 

part of a Battle of Britain themed exhibition. 

 

George Woodhall asked for clarification of the dress code for future reunions. This year (and last) was black 

tie or jacket and tie. There was a feeling that the formality of black tie was preferred and a show of hands 

confirmed this.  

 

The committee suggested that we might look to hold the reunion a little later in the month in future to take 

advantage of potentially warmer weather – something that can never be guaranteed of course! 

  

Date of Next Meeting – to be confirmed. 
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City of Norwich Aviation Museum (CNAM) 

 

The reunion began with a visit by members to CNAM to see the squadron displays and the Hunter and Lightning 

marked up in squadron colours.  Lunch was provided courtesy of our treasurer Rhod Smart and what a spread it 

was! The museum volunteers were great hosts and answered many question about their collection and gave 

members the opportunity to board the museum’s Vulcan and Nimrod.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Part of the squadron  

display at the museum. 
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The Reunion Dinner 

 

 
 
Epitomising what reunions are all about - the meeting of old friends from many years ago. This group had 

not been together for very nearly half a century. From left to right Nigel Champken-Woods, Dave 

Ketcher, Les Leaney, Chrissy Head and Des Schweppe. All were members of the RAF Tengah Sub Aqua 

Club in Singapore when the squadron was based there. What made this group even more special was the 

fact that Les Leaney had flown in from California to attend the reunion and to meet up with his former 

Tiger colleagues.  

 

Our Chairman Dick Northcote and President Cliff Spink spoke at the dinner. Dick’s theme was ‘helping ensure 

the future of the Association thereby keeping the number plate of the squadron alive’. Association membership 

is currently a healthy 233. Of these 154 are those who served on the squadron from the late 1950s to the final 

disbandment in 2000. The balance is made up of family members of departed Tigers who wish to maintain their 

links with the squadron: those who served on the same station as 74 and were in regular contact with the 

squadron and consider themselves to be ‘quasi-Tigers’: and some who are historians with a special interest in No 

74 Squadron such as the Association’s Secretary and Webmaster. 

 

 

OC 74 (1984-1986) Dick Northcote with Carolyn. 

 

Keeping the squadron name alive is part of the reasoning behind 

setting up displays at the museums in Norwich and Wattisham. 

Wattisham also have a Phantom FGR.2 partly marked in 74’s colours 

(along with 56 Squadron markings). Norwich has a Lightning similarly 

sharing markings with the Saudi Arabian Air Force and a Hunter in 

squadron colours as well as a Hunter simulator.  (There are Tiger 

marked aircraft at several other locations across the country too - at 

Cosford, Duxford, Bruntingthorpe and Bentwaters for example.)  At 

Bentley Priory the Malan Memorial Sword is on display and the story of one of the squadron’s famous names, 

Sailor Malan, is featured. 

 

Our website plays its part too in attracting new members and Tiger News, published on the website, generates 

interest from outside the Association. 
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But perhaps the best way of ensuring the Association’s future is the continuance of the annual reunion and the 

way in which current members persuade former colleagues to join and attend. Word of mouth has always been 

one of the best ways of ensuring continuity and this year’s reunion demonstrated that fact.  

 

Our President Cliff Spink (OC 74 1986-1989, left) spoke about what 

he unashamedly says is one of his favourite subjects – flying historic 

aircraft, in particular various marks of Spitfire (below left) , the 

Hurricane (bottom right), the Me109 (actually an HA-1112-M1L 

Buchón below) and so forth. Illustrated with a series of beautiful air-to-

air photographs it was a fascinating talk.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
It’s not only piston powered 

warbirds that Cliff has flown 

of course. Whilst jet power 

didn’t feature in his talk he 

has also flown aircraft such as 

this tiger marked F-86 Sabre. 
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Reunion Dinner Photos. With thanks to Jim Jolly and David Ketcher for the photos and apologies to those we have 

missed. 
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TMacDB 

 
Trevor MacDonald Bennett, seen here with his wife 

Hanne, writes: ‘the reunion was a nostalgic return to 

Norfolk for me (my first visit since leaving the RAF in 

Nov 1972) and a first ever for Hanne. I really enjoyed 

the museum visit. What a fine job all the volunteers do. 

I checked my log books when I got home and found I 

flew the Saudi Lightning a number of times between 

1973 and 1977 whilst based at Dhahran!’ 

 

Trevor forgot to mention that he was 74 on 28th 

February a couple of days before the reunion – so all 

Tigers should raise a belated glass to him now! 

 

 

 
 

CNAM’s Lightning is an F.53, the export version of the F.6, built for the Royal Saudi Air Force and 

registered 53-686. It was re-registered ZF592 when it was returned to the UK. It still carries its 

Saudi marking on one side and the museum volunteers have recently applied 74 Squadron markings to the 

other. A black tail and spine will soon be added. 

 

A Prized Lightning 

 
Terry Maddern has also been checking his log books and writes: ‘I 

was very pleased indeed to win the big prize in the reunion raffle.  

It really is a splendid model of XS927 and I already have it 

mounted on display. I didn’t fly it in 74’s livery because I left the 

squadron on promotion in December 1966 before this aircraft 

arrived.  By the time I left to command 1 Squadron at the OCU at 

Coltishall we had seven Mk6s on 74 but not this one.  All those 

pilots who served with 74 in Singapore would have flown it though.  

However, I flew it at Binbrook several times when I was OC Ops 

Wing there from 1978 to 1980 by which time it was ‘H’ on 11 

Squadron.  I also flew it from Akrotiri on live air-to-air gun firing 

during the 11 Squadron camp in July 1980.  Appropriately, XS927 was the last F.6 that I flew (3 sorties on 2 

October 1980) just before leaving Binbrook.  My last Lightning sortie was in an F.3 on 10 October 1980 on a 

low-level 4-ship.  Those were the days!’ 
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Heading 360   

Saving Phantom F-4J (UK) ZE360/O 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ZE360 then……                                           …….and now.                        

 

 

Our webmaster Tony Clay tells the background story to the idea that the last surviving (just) F-4J in 

the UK (discounting the former 74 Squadron ‘J’ in the American Air Museum at Duxford now in US 

Navy colours) can be restored to static display condition. 
 

During the summer of 2017 my friend Nigel Hodgson approached me with some interesting news. Knowing that I 

was linked to the 74(F) Tiger Squadron Association, he mentioned that he had a contact at the Manston fire 

dump and wanted to know if I would be interested in viewing the last remaining intact Phantom airframe on site. 

Given that the airframe in question was the last remaining F-4J(UK) still in 74 Squadron ‘clothing’, my reply was 

something to the effect of ‘is the pope catholic?’ and a date was set for a September visit. (Nigel himself lives 

locally and was one of the last Air Traffic Controllers based at Manston before it was handed over for civilian 

use. I`d like to thank him for his assistance back then, for without it the rest of this story would not have 

materialised). 

 

Phantom ZE360/O, along with ZE353/E, arrived at Manston on the 22nd February 1991 as part of a two-ship 

that was sent to Manston to be used as training aids to future generations of RAF fire fighters. 74 Squadron 

pilot Ian ‘Hagar’ Hargreaves, takes up the story. 

 
I flew ZE360’s delivery flight into Manston with Ray Jones in the back seat.  It was my aircraft and had my 
name on the front cockpit sill and although I was later crewed with Bill Preece, I believe I was then crewed 
with Simon Hindmarsh and it was his name on the rear sill. I believe we were both Flying Officers at the time 
so it was unusual to see just two Flying Officers names on a Phantom.  Ray was a local lad to Manston which 
is why he wanted to do the trip.  

 

 
 

Hagar’s logbook entry for the delivery flight into Manston on 22nd February 1991 
 

We planned it to try and achieve the elusive Mach 2.  It was a completely clean aircraft and the idea was to 
coast out over the Wash, talking to Eastern Radar, and then maintain 35 nautical miles off the coast so that 
we could legally go supersonic whilst arcing around East Anglia down towards the Thames Estuary.  Ray was 
taking photos in the back of the Mach meter with my camera (which I must still have somewhere!).  We got 
to about M1.96 when the right intake ramp went out of phase and started banging, which surged the right 
engine thus scuppering any hope of Mach 2 as we decelerated as if we were hitting a brick wall.  The good 
old J79 engine promptly cleared from surge when bought back to idle and was able to be reselected into 
reheat, but by this time we were too slow and running out of fuel.  So we spiralled down, pulling as much ‘g’ 
as I could physically pull (about 8-9g I recall) - the aircraft was never going to fly again!  We landed at 
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Manston with an approach end cable engagement and self-cleared, folded the wings and taxied in.  A noble 
end to a carrier borne aircraft. 
 
 Wattisham had a team of ASF engineers to meet us. They were adamant that we couldn’t take anything off 
the jet (ordered from above apparently) so I refused to sign the aircraft in and said I would write up any 
missing items in the Form 700.  Once the engineers were covered by this they removed the stick-top, the 
radar hand-controller and both clocks.  The registration plate had already gone (something that had seemed 
to be happening over the previous few years when aircraft came back from second line servicing!). This done 
we were flown home in Manston’s SAR Sea King clutching our spoils. I had the stick-top and clock mounted 
but sadly the clock was broken in the process. They still sit proudly on display in our lounge. 

 

Once stripped of useable parts and made safe, both Js were towed across the public highway and onto the fire 

dump. ZE353/E survived until July 2001 when it was scrapped on site.  ZE360, which had been used for aircrew 

extraction training, was moved to the burn pit in September 2015 looking as though she would suffer the fate 

of most other aircraft at the fire school before her. But fate can be a fickle beast and a short time later 360 

was noted to have been removed from the burn pit after environmental concerns were raised about the burning 

of an aircraft and the effects of doing so could have on the local area.  

 

On the day of my first visit I set off with every intention of taking as many photos for the Association website 

as I could. The plan was to document a very rare survivor in RAF history from as many angles as possible. The 

public at large, as well as many ex- and serving RAF personnel, are not aware that only 15 of these pure 

American bred aircraft were purchased as a stopgap measure to plug a hole in the UK air defence network 

after the Falklands conflict. Only two complete examples survive. One ex-Tiger F-4J(UK), ZE359/J, can be 

seen at Duxford`s American Air Museum fully restored in the US Navy VF-74 scheme she wore during combat 

operations over Vietnam. This leaves ZE360 as the final remaining complete (albeit a shell) example of her kind. 

I had read and heard some reports at the time that she was near to collapse, that her main gear was going 

through the top of the wings and that the scrap man was but a call away. As the photos taken at that time and 

placed on the Association website will testify (see below), what I found was something somewhat different. 

Admittedly I`m no engineer and the sun was out on a lovely September afternoon, but 360 was not a complete 

wreck or as fragile as I had been led to believe. I started to think about the possibility of preservation and if 

it were viable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

            

               ZE360. September 2017 
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At the Newark Air Museum’s Cockpit Fest event I had met a gentleman by the name of Mike Davey who owns 

the Phantom cockpits of XV490 and ZE352, the former an FGR.2 and the latter a J(UK), both of which served 

with 74. (We won`t mention that he also owns a pair of 74’s Phantom display pilot Archie Liggetts ‘g` pants!).  

Mike has been an associate member of 74`s Association for over a decade so it seemed a good idea to approach 

him for advice. He in turn put me in touch with Paul Wright who is the Chairman of the British Phantom Aviation 

Group (BPAG) and it turned out that both Paul and Mike were interested in visiting Manston to carry out an 

assessment of 360 to see if saving it was a viable project.  If BPAG rings a bell in your mind, this is the group 

of volunteers that did such a fantastic job in moving Phantom FG.1 XV582 `Black Mike` from Scotland to 

Cosford last year for the RAF`s 100th Anniversary. Quite frankly these are the guys you want to have on your 

side if you’re doing anything ‘Phantom` as most, if not all, of its members are ex F-4 air or ground crew. The 

downside was that the ‘Black Mike` task was going to take up the whole of 2018 for BPAG and so 360 had to 

wait another year. In the meantime I maintained open lines of communication with the Fire School with regards 

to organising a further visit to Manston. 

 

On January 25th 2019 Paul Wright, Mike Davey, Bob Cossey, Nigel Hodgson and myself were escorted through 

the gates of Manston and onto the fire dump. It was a wet and cold day and I was shocked at how much 360 

had deteriorated since my previous visit.  

 

 

Paul Wright`s assessment report gives you a good idea of the challenges that may lay ahead.  

 
My initial opinion is that 360 is not beyond saving, but it is getting close. I would estimate that one more 
year in the open with no remedial treatment will see the aircraft beyond practical recovery. The main cause 
of concern is that the intergranular corrosion that has affected the structure so far will only get worse. It 
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can't be treated by chemical means, it must be cut out, otherwise it simply spreads internally within the 
material.  
 
The surface corrosion, principally on wing upper panels, outer wings and forward fuselage panels, is bad but 
despite having gone through in places is treatable. It can be blended out, the exposed metal treated and the 
profile restored with careful refilling.  
 
The spine panels are a different matter. There is a major amount of repair work there and it may transpire 
that once they are off it will be easier to make reproductions rather than effect a repair. 
 
The wheels and tyres will require some work as we can't move the jet as they are. The cockpit is completely 
stripped so that will be a case of collecting parts as they come up for sale. Removal from site is going to 
involve outer wing removal. We can do it properly, which means removing D111 L&R which is a massive 
pain, or we can cut through a hydraulic line and sort it out later.  We'd also need to liaise with the relevant 
police and highways departments to see if we can transport the aircraft essentially in one piece i.e. with 
outer wings and stab off. 
 
Once removed the airframe will need to go into a heated, ventilated environment straight away. Getting it 
dry will help to stop any new corrosion. It is then a matter of removing every single door, panel, control 
surface, the gear, strip out the cockpit, getting the engines out and gaining maximum access to the internal 
structure. Carrying out a wingtip to wingtip, nose to tail inspection so that a detailed assessment can be 
undertaken is essential.  
 
I would estimate, given the state of the fasteners, it will take about a year to get the aircraft fully stripped. 
This could be significantly shorter if you can throw a lot of bodies and man-hours at it, but you will still need 
a lot of cobalt drills and people who know how to use them properly.  
 
The aircraft will need to be jacked up and trestles put in place to make it safe to work on. All volunteers are 
going to need good quality PPE, particularly breathing protection. A full H&S risk assessment needs to be 
carried out and it may be necessary to have help from an external agency for that.  
 
Once stripped, removed components can be restored ‘off jet’ then stored ready for refit as and when. Good 
recording of components, panels etc. as they come off is essential so nothing goes missing. A ‘snag 
book/work order’ is also vital so that assessments can be recorded and subsequent repair/replacement is 
logged. 
 
I would speculate that we should be allowing a minimum of five years for the structural restoration, 
including repaint, but this is dependent of course on ongoing funding being available to cover the costs of 
consumables, materials, paints etc.  

 
 

As you can see this will be no easy task and we are fortunate that BPAG have taken an interest in the project 

and can supply volunteers to carry out the restoration. Paul is always happy to hear from ex-Phantom crews 

both air and ground, so please feel free to get in touch via the BPAG Facebook or Twitter page.                    

 

The first major consideration to take from Paul’s assessment is where can 360 could be stored in a dry and 

well-ventilated place to prevent further deterioration while at the same time be an ideal place where it can be 

worked on and restored. Wattisham was initially considered for many reasons - a HAS (Hardened Aircraft 

Shelter) may be available and the relative ease of transportation from Kent to Suffolk were two of them – but 

most importantly Wattisham is obviously 360’s spiritual home in the UK. Unfortunately, after initial enquiries 

were made, Wattisham station confirmed that they could not supply the facilities for the task. Wattisham 

Station Heritage Museum did however agree to add their name to that of the 74(F) Tiger Squadron Association 

on the paperwork for DESA (the Defence Equipment Sales Authority) who look to tick certain boxes when a 

request is made to acquire a piece of equipment, and a museum or association such as ours are often looked at in 
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a positive way by the MOD. Hopefully having these names on the paperwork will add a little `clout` to our 

acquisition request. At the beginning of March an email was sent to DESA as a first step in initiating the 

acquisition process: and it has recently been confirmed that a facility near Leicester may be a future home for 

360 if the bid is successful.      

                                                                             

In summary, a group of individuals and organisations have rallied round and will make every effort to try 

to save this unique aircraft. If any Tigers out there know of a contact who may be able to assist in this 

project or assist in the acquisition process, please do get in touch. Any and all help will be appreciated. 

 

Former 74 Squadron F4J (UK) ZE359/J in the American Air Museum at Duxford 

in US Navy colours of VF-74 

 

 

Tailed by a Tiger! 

 
Nobby Clarke was at Duxford for their RAF 100 celebration last September and where Cliff was flying the 

‘Buchon’ Me 109 mentioned earlier in this issue – which got Nobby thinking about a unique formation. If only! 
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Air Vice Marshal George Black’s Story 
 

 

Air Vice Marshal George Black has written his autobiography, ‘Black Leader’. Published by Firestreak Books, it 

is a handsome volume with many previously unseen photographs and a fascinating text recounting George’s 

remarkable career. To order go to www.firestreakbooks.com/books. An excellent read.. 

The Bentwaters Cold War Museum (BCWM) - www.bcwm.org.uk. 

 
The museum is based in the USAF hardened command post at the former RAF 

Bentwaters and is highly recommended for a visit for its displays and aircraft. 

In particular, museum volunteers are restoring Jaguar XX741 (which is in 6 Squadron colours) and which after 9 

years of hard work is now taxiing under her own power. The museum also has two 74 Squadron airframes (and a 

cockpit section), an A-10, T-33, Harrier GR.3, Lightning F.53, Meteor F.8 and a Hunter GA.11. Simon Gladas of 

the museum summarises progress on the restoration of some of these.  

 
We’ve had another busy year and have acquired a T-33, our second USAF aircraft and pertinent to the base. 
It’s going to be restored and put into 81st FS colours. Our Lightning continues to be worked on and has many 
working parts … although no engines and little original wiring, but our volunteers have fabricated lots of 
things to make it all appear to operate and we hope to have the public sit in the cockpit with lots of ‘live’ 
instruments working. The plan is to finish her later this year in 74’s colours. We were about to start the 
Phantom which will also be in 74’s colours but the T-33 arrived and has since taken priority. The Meteor is 
still in progress and the Hunter is ready to paint.  But of most interest is that we have the fully functioning 
Jaguar, though how we fund it and go about letting the public see it is a whole heap of headaches! We think 
that outside of India we are the only ones with a working Jag. 
 

74 Squadron had close ties with joint base Bentwaters/Woodbridge for it was at Woodbridge that 74’s OC John 
Howe met his counterpart of the 79th TFS, Ed Rackham, which led ultimately to the foundation of the NATO Tiger 
Association. French squadron EC1/12 was involved too when the very first Tiger Meet was held at Woodbridge on 
19th July 1961. This is well documented in BCWM's Tiger Squadrons display. 

With the BCWM’s links with 74 
and the Tiger Meet fraternity 
and their plans for 74 
Squadron marked aircraft, we 
will be thinking of ways for an 
Association visit at some time 
in the not too distant future. 
 With thanks to Rob Mills for 

the photos.  

http://74sqdn.tk/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/image002.jpg
http://www.firestreakbooks.com/books
http://www.bcwm.org.uk/

